INTRODUCTION
Australian law schools have developed diverse clinical legal education experiences, including partnerships with legal aid organizations, law school run clinics, and externships to community and private legal practices. Finding ways for clinical programs to expand their contribution to justice access in the community, and to better prepare students for professional life, is high on the agenda for both clinicians and law faculties. One option that has not been much explored in Australia is the partnering of private law firms and law schools within law school clinics. Rather than law students externing in private firm, private practitioners come to the clinic and participate in the supervision of students in situ. Melbourne Law School has recently introduced such a model into its Sustainability Business Clinic 
CLE in South Australia
In South Australia all three law schools run clinical programs. 10 The University of South Australia operates a legal advice service that is located on campus with outreach services to two busy suburban courts.
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Flinders University operates a clinic on campus, with an outreach to a suburban court.
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Adelaide Law School operates two legal advice clinics, one co located at the Magistrates Court in Adelaide and the other co-located at homeless center in Adelaide.
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All schools also offer clinical externship placements in a range of legal, community, and government agencies.
In a small state like South Australia, where there are three law schools, and many graduates seeking post-graduate legal training opportunities, there is a high demand for experiential placement opportunities. This means that externship opportunities for undergraduate law students are limited. The problem of ensuring appropriate experiences on externship in a relatively small legal services market limits the number of externships that can realistically be offered. legal services market, 15 and has led to focusing resources into law school operated clinics, which can only cater for a limited number of students.
The Magistrates Court Legal Advice Service
The MCLAS, which is one such service, is co-located at the Magistrates Court in Adelaide. It is run by the Adelaide Law School, and is independent from the court. It provides legal advice and support in claims up to $15000, 16 in the Minor Civil (Small Claims) Jurisdiction. Litigants may only be represented in trial in limited circumstances, 17 and of necessity, a semi-inquisitorial approach is often adopted by the Court in trial.
MCLAS's work includes minor commercial, contract, neighborhood, dog attacks, fences, debt, property damage, motor vehicle, minor statutory claims, consumer claims, de facto property division, strata titles, failed investments and defamation. Typical of many such services, the monetary value may be low, but the legal issues, and the evidence, can be complex. MCLAS does not enter a formal retainer with clients, 18 and does not go on the court record.
15 Cynthia Baker and Robert Lancaster 'Under Pressure: Rethinking Externships in a Bleak Economy ' (2010-2011) The ongoing cost of solicitor/faculty supervision of students, and any associated running or insurance/registration costs, poses increasing strain on diminishing law school budgets.
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Whilst most law schools accept the value of clinical programs (if not the imperative to offer them 23 ) the funding model for law schools creates deep-rooted challenges.
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Law schools have of necessity adopted high teacher/student ratios, low contact hours, and streamlined use of technology to deliver legal education at less than half the cost of comparable tertiary degrees.
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The idea of experiential, low student: supervisor ratio, learning that is the foundation of other professional university degrees 26 is traditionally not part of a modern law curriculum and inevitably limits law school appetite for such programs. 24 Law students in Australia pay on average $10 000 per annum for a law degree. Of this approximately $2000 of that sum is directed to the law school. The cost of an arts degree is approximately $6000, with $5500 going to the school. Medical students pay the same tertiary fees as law students, but $21700 is paid to the school. (Figures based on funding At an ideal student/supervisor ratio of 8:1 (sometimes 6:1) 28 for clinic supervision, the cost of a supervisor is many times the per student cost of a lecturer teaching between 30 and 400 students at a time. There are very persuasive reasons to find ways to minimize the cost of clinics to ensure a rich and accessible experience for as many students as possible.
At the same time, quality control, risk management, and the need to ensure a valuable educational experience are paramount considerations that constrain the opportunities for expansion. One way to expand opportunities is to find different ways to enlist the support of the private profession.
28 Evans et al above note 8, 27 suggest an even lower ratio of 4:1 in a busy "live client" advice context. 29 Giddings, above n 22, 322. 30 The Law Foundation of South Australia operates a benevolent grants process to support justice access initiatives in South Australia. It has been a constant support to the clinical programs operated by all three universities in SA by both seed funding for new initiatives and ongoing financial support. Without this support, the development of new initiatives, not to mention the maintenance of day to day services and community education work, would not be possible. 31 Giddings above n 22, 145 points out the importance of outside funding to clinical programs in Australia.
The traditional externship model
The most common way for law firms to participate in CLE is via externships, where law firms take one or more students on an experiential placement 32 .
There are both financial and educational advantages with externship programs.
An extern program is much cheaper than an in house clinic, because there is no expenditure on supervisor/faculty salary.
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In a diverse externship based program, a rich variety of social justice issues and work types can be incorporated in to the teaching component.
In a mixed CLE program, where students are placed both at in-house clinics, and on externships with private firms, the inclusion of private practice placements facilitates classroom exploration of different models of legal practice, and helps the class to consider professional values and ethics across the public/private divide.
Of course externships can be an educational failure if the firm or agency is not equipped to engage in the educational process with the students. In a crowded legal marketplace, looking to the private profession as a source of externship experience is often quite difficult:
• Firms are already overburdened with Graduate Diploma of Legal Practice or Practical Legal Training students seeking professional placement and give priority to those students over undergraduates;
• Busy private practitioners can find it very difficult to supervise a clinical placement student effectively -finding time to mentor, educate, and patiently develop a student's skills can be a real challenge in a busy legal practice;
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• The imperative to bill inevitably impacts upon the capacity of a private firm or solicitor to host students, in direct contrast to a CLE or government agency where there may be more flexibility to justify time spent on supervision and education; 35 See Maurer and Cole above n 14, 132-135. 36 In Australia there has been significant concern about the exploitation of students eager for work experience in the legal and other professions. • Few private practitioners will permit students to interview clients alone or actively participate in interviews. In many CLE programs client contact is critically important;
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• The range and nature of work can be limited and unpredictable in a private practice setting, meaning that a relatively short placement (typically one day per week spread out over 12 weeks) may be unluckily devoid of variety or interest; and
• Supervising a CLE student is different to supervising a young lawyer, and the quality of supervision in private practice can be variable. lack of time, lack of focus, pressure to bill, 47 are removed when the solicitors leave their own office and come to a clinic -they are physically separated from the daily pressures of their own practice and able to focus on their supervisory role without distraction.
At the same time, their time commitment is predictable, being limited to the hours they will spend at the clinic.
These factors provide persuasive reasons for private practitioners to become involved as supervisors in a law school clinic.
Early experience of visiting supervisors in clinic
The Adelaide CLE program places approximately 32 students each semester, The program operates over three semesters, with a smaller number of students in the intensive summer semester where placement is two days per week over 6 weeks. 49 JusticeNet is the South Australian equivalent of a public interest law clearing house -it processes applications for legal services on the basis of merit and means, and links clients with a large cohort of private practitioners prepared to act on a pro bono basis. 50 For example, from time to time we have a surge in externships to firms working on refugee appeals, or in other areas of particular need.
The operation of the two legal advice clinics is the most costly aspect of the program, and the sort of pressures discussed above mean we are always looking for more cost effective ways of operating. Over the life of the CLE program at Adelaide Law School we have had several flirtations with engaging with the private profession in our clinical program, primarily with a view to cutting the costs of supervision.
At one of our clinics, the Adelaide Legal Outreach Service (which caters primarily for homeless and disadvantaged people) we invited community lawyers and private practitioners to participate as pro bono supervisors. The practitioners who volunteered to assist with supervision were experienced in community law, well suited to the supervisory/education role by virtue of their existing work in the community sector, and familiar with our client demographic. They did not need extensive training in dealing with our client base, or the notion of how an advisory service operates. Like most busy practitioners, they could not afford the time to be trained in clinical pedagogy, 51 but having experience with law students on placement at their own agencies and in some cases teaching experience, were well equipped to interact effectively with students.
However, we encountered significant practical challenges. Firstly, the introduction of visiting supervisors brought home to us how important 51 Plerhoples and Spratley above note 3, 408 -409 acknowledge this reality, suggesting that at the very least outside supervisors should have some induction to the model and ethos of the clinic.
continuity of supervision was both for educational experience and client service. Many of our cases take weeks or months to resolve, and it was time consuming for students to have to acquaint a new supervisor with details of a case and the reasons for strategy adopted a week or so previously with a different supervisor. The process of explaining a case to a third person is a valuable exercise for a student, providing a forum for reflection, review, and justification of decisions made, but the educational value of this exercise was eclipsed by the time it took for students in a challenging environment to acquaint visiting supervisors with often complex case histories whilst clients waited for advice.
Whilst visiting supervisors brought a fresh perspective to the clinic, and expanded the students' exposure to different practice styles, philosophies, experiences, and practices, this benefit was overshadowed by the difficulties of interposing visiting supervisors into the existing day to day operation of the clinic.
When Adelaide based international commercial law firm Lipman Karas raised the question of involvement in MCLAS, we welcomed the opportunity to revisit ways to develop a more structured partnership between a clinic and a private firm.
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Policy concerns with a commercial/clinic partnership
Our first thought were of the potential disconnect between the practices and ethos of a "high end" commercial law firm and a grass roots legal advice service.
It is no historical accident that law school clinical programs are most commonly connected to community and legal aid environments. The CLE movement has its roots in contribution to public interest/community work, and this is reflected in the objectives of all Clinical programs in Australia which uniformly acknowledge commitment to pro bono principles, social justice, and service to the community as key program objectives. The teaching and mentoring role that solicitors engage in contributes to their own professional development. Other advantages include the opportunity to develop strong relationships with final year law students for recruitment purposes, Despite the significant differences between a big commercial law firm and our small clinical service, the partnership seemed to fit our values and had the potential to expand our services into the community. We also recognize that very few of our students will end up working in the community/legal services sector. Many of them will end up in private practice, and we felt that a At the same time, we needed to consider the subtle messages that this partnership might deliver -that clinic work is "bargain basement" compared to the service that might be obtained through a private firm, or that clinical practice is unrealistically "ivory tower" in nature.
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Another issue related to values and ethos was the risk that students might perceive the visiting solicitors as "real lawyers" in a way that might adversely impact upon the credibility of the clinical supervisors. Clinic hierarchy is often discussed in terms of the negative impact of hierarchical structure on students, 60 but we were also concerned that the engagement with visiting lawyers did not undermine the role of our own supervisors. We demand diligence and professionalism from our students, but we also create a professionally nurturing environment. Law students, no less than the community, are attuned to the dominant media portrayal of the lawyer as confident, decisive, directive and indeed, sometimes ruthless. 
Potential benefits of clinic/private engagement
Ultimately, we decided that the pedagogical reasons for developing a partnership outweighed our concerns. We particularly valued the following opportunities:
• Expanding supervisory capacity: more supervisors available to spend one on one time with students on complex case work and challenging tasks;
• providing some "time out" for the clinic supervisor to work on policy/management issues;
• Raising the profile of our service within the broader legal community
• Extended pedagogical benefits for our students by facilitating engagement with different professional teachers/mentors from different backgrounds; and
• Developing a community of practice around the work done at the clinic, through formal professional/collegiate links.
We determined to keep the risks and concerns that we had identified at the forefront of our minds during development of the collaboration, and to explore any concerns as planning progressed.
Implementation of the partnership
Having considered the broad questions of ethos and values, we then turned to the day to day practicalities of developing a partnership, which I will deal with in turn. These include:
• Integrating visiting supervisors within the clinic model
• Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") between the parties
• Insurance
• Management of potential conflicts of interest
• Supervision training
• Partnership management
Integrating visiting supervisors
MCLAS operates two days per week, from 9.00 am-5.00 pm. Each day 8 students are supervised by one solicitor. In the morning, students work in pairs to interview one or two clients. In the afternoon, students do follow up case work.
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Clients self-refer, or are referred through the court process, or from other services. Unlike many duty solicitor services, MCLAS offers ongoing support to clients in civil matters, and may work with a client over weeks or months. 62 Where time permits, clinic students also observe court, and all students work on a major justice access project that is part of their assessable work. They also maintain clinic policy guidelines, resources, update case notes and other resources.
The clinical supervisor engages with students at all stages, although does not attend client interviews. Students see clients in pairs, without supervision, and consult with the supervisor during the interview before substantive advice is given. All follow up-work is signed off by the supervisor.
There are no offices at MCLAS. The clinic is situated in one large room (a disused courtroom) with students working at large tables, and the supervisor sitting "on the bench" 63 for case consultations, and in the larger area at other times. The supervisor is very much in a "helicopter" keeping an eye (and an ear) on everything that is going on. This enables constant tracking of learning needs, student dynamics, and work progress.
We decided that we would start with a modest proposal to minimize disruption to clinic operations. After introductory training and development covering the nature of the clinic, the role of supervisors, and the pedagogy of feedback and clinical learning models, LK solicitors would attend in pairs, one afternoon per month. We were concerned that the "organized chaos" of the morning sessions, with 8 students seeking direction on up to 6 clients, posed too much of a challenge, and that participation in the less busy afternoon case work activities would enable some structure to be built around these afternoon sessions. This is discussed further in the section on building a teaching partnership.
63 Not in any attempt convey hierarchical dominance! It is the only workable option given the layout of the room!
Memorandum of Understanding
Plerhoples and Spratley, in their report of engagement of outside counsel in a transactional law clinic 64 , suggest an exhaustive memorandum of agreement 65 which provides detailed instructions about every aspect of the interaction between clinic and outside solicitors, correctly pointing out that leaving things to "work themselves out" is likely to lead to problems in the future. 66 We were of the same mind, but decided to develop a much simpler MOU that reflected our goals and intent (as well as some of the critical organizational details that related to risk management and insurance) but that did not set out chapter and verse of the arrangement. We also found that whilst preemptive description of our goals and proposed working model was needed, we could not detail the precise working relationship on important matters of risk management until we had unraveled the insurance challenges that our partnership presented.
Our MOU canvasses:
• The combined educational and justice access goals of the clinic and the intent of the partnership;
• The nature of work that LK solicitors will be involved in;
• Protocols for managing potential conflicts of interest;
• Protocols for file responsibility and oversight; 64 Above n 3. 65 Ibid 425. 66 Ibid 419-410.
• Explicit reference to our respective insurance arrangements; and
• Communication and problem solving mechanisms.
The MOU is partly aspirational, but contains step-by-step instructions for day to day management of critical processes to ensure that they are followed precisely. Thus the MOU forms part of our risk management strategy, given the insurance issues that inevitably arise in a collaboration of this nature.
Insurance
Professional indemnity insurance was inevitably the biggest hurdle. As part of the University of Adelaide, clinics are covered by University insurance.
Practitioners in SA are insured under a professional indemnity scheme through the Law Society of SA. Both parties' brokers were far from convinced that any liability arising from work done by a visiting volunteer supervisor at the clinic would be covered by University insurance. LK were understandably concerned that in the event of a claim, they would be exposed by virtue of having been briefly involved in a matter at some stage.
One approach was to make all work done at the clinic by visiting solicitors subject to sign off and review by the clinic supervisor. We felt that this would entrench an unrealistic hierarchical approach, and failed to reflect the collegiate purpose of the partnership, and the expertise of the solicitors involved.
In any event, the professional indemnity insurance provided to law firms in South Australia requires them to demonstrate control over all work done by firm solicitors. This means that LK partners must retain organizational oversight of all work done by their solicitors in the course of supervision or supporting case work at the clinic, just as would be the case for work done within the firm, pro bono or otherwise. Although for reasons of service consistency the clinic supervisor often has the final approval on outgoing work, legal responsibility cannot be shifted even if the clinic supervisor "signs off" on all work.
To manage this, our MOU specifies that LK will maintain a file with details of all clinic matters worked on, along with copies of instructions provided by LK solicitors, letters sent under the authority of LK solicitors, and other relevant matters, so that partners of the firm can review the quality of the work undertaken by any LK solicitor on a clinic visit.
We also included in our MOU specific reference to role: that solicitors from LK work independently alongside the MCLAS supervisor, but in a collaborative and consultative way. This is consistent with our experience that overarching familiarity with the case, and the jurisdiction, by the supervisor is an important aspect of maintaining cohesive supervision and service, and visibly models good collaborative practice between professionals.
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Conflict Management
Whilst LK and MCLAS have a very different client bases and are unlikely to encounter conflict, the possibility cannot be excluded. Our MOU contains detailed conflict protocols.
Details of all clinic clients and opposing parties are provided to LK to cross check for conflict. Additionally, each day that LK practitioners attend the clinic, an updated list of matters and a list of new clients for that day is sent to LK.
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In the event of conflict, the clinic supervisor ensures that LK do not have any involvement with that file. So far there have not been any conflicts.
Pedagogy -preparing private solicitors to supervise clinic students
Once these practical issues were sorted out, we turned to the question of However both partners were committed to ensuring an effective supervisory relationship between visiting practitioners and students.
There were obvious synergies between LK's existing structured process for mentoring and support of their own legal staff and the pedagogy of clinical supervision, that meant we were "on the same page" from the outset. and basic guidance on providing feedback and supporting learning. 74 We also believed that our insights into the pedagogy of supervision would benefit LK in their mentoring program. 75 We appreciated that there would be challenges for private practitioners coming into our clinic environment. In extensive surveys of the experiences of new clinicians in the late 1990s/early 2000's Joy and Dunlap identify some of these challenges. We expected, correctly as it transpired, that key challenges to our visiting practitioners would be ceding responsibility to students, knowing when (or how extensively) to intervene, and balancing the needs of the client with the educational goals of the clinic.
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The clinical supervision model calls for restraint. The clinician has to put aside the decisive activist temperament that typifies many lawyers and let the student interrogate the issue, and explore responses. There will often be much more latitude in terms of time efficiency and attention to options in clinic in order to meet educational outcomes; a significant amount of supervisor/student interaction will involve the supervisor assisting the student in developing both autonomy and reflective practice, rather than a more directive and taskfocused approach. We approached the teaching partnership from the common ground of our supervision/career mentoring programs. We provided an initial Continuing Professional Development ("CPD") session with LK solicitors, to outline the principles and practice of clinical supervision, following up with an informal review/discussion soon after the partnership started. We were then lucky enough to have Professor Jeff Giddings from Griffith University offer a supervision workshop to clinical supervisors in SA, later in the year. We plan to have two formal or semi-formal sessions dealing expressly with supervision practice each year.
In terms of the area of practice, we have jointly offered sessions to the legal community in SA, including judiciary and tribunal members, on working with Self Represented Litigants, young lawyer training and education, and mediation practice in the Magistrates Court. All of these build into our overall goal of building awareness of grass roots justice access challenges in the legal community. We intend to offer two such sessions each year to the broader legal community.
Solicitors who attend MCLAS each fortnight are debriefed by the LK coordinator soon after each visit, so we can keep track of impressions, challenges, and areas we can develop.
The teaching partnership thus encompasses both working in the clinic, and a program of professional development for all participants.
Impact of the visiting supervisors on clinic operations and educational outcomes
Having decided to go ahead our initial focus was on having an extra pair or so of supervisorial hands on deck to supervise students. We hoped that this might free up the MCLAS supervisor to focus on office management and policy development. In common with many university law clinics, we have no administrative support and the day to day management and supervisory updating of resources often falls to the single supervising solicitor.
One or two LK solicitors attend on a rotating basis for half a day per fortnight, in the afternoon. The client interviews have usually finished at that stage, and follow up work is being undertaken by students.
We recognized that we would not be able to parachute solicitors into the supervision of case work, much of which had already been discussed between student and supervisor during supervision of interviews earlier in the day.
Our past experience with visiting supervisors demonstrated that a degree of "helicopter" coordination would be necessary. This necessitated a change in the way the clinic was managed on "LK days".
Instead of the 8 students focusing on the clinical supervisor for task guidance and settling work, the supervisor takes a more managerial approach. In the morning, the supervisor identifies particular case tasks that students can work on with a LK solicitor in the afternoon. These will range from file review, drafting documents or letters, research, or case analysis. This provides an opportunity for the students to relate the story of the case to another solicitor (thus organizing their own thoughts and ideas); requires them to think about and respond to questions posed; and creates a valuable opportunity for one-on-one discussion. Where a student has a complex task or challenging case, they can have the undivided attention of a solicitor for a couple of hours to deeply explore the issue.
Allocation of work does depend in part on the experience of the particular solicitor. Sometimes instead of case specific work a complete file review of a student's file load will be undertaken. This is particularly valuable in testing students' knowledge of the detail of their case and helps them to understand the diligence and responsibility that "owning" a case, and managing a case load, entails. Responding to and later reflecting on the questions that a solicitor will fire off when reviewing a file helps students to see the critical issues and think about the responsible management of the case in a more analytical way.
These one on one interactions are additionally valuable in that they enable the students to interact with mentors and role models, to explore different perspectives and experiences. A fair bit of ad hoc career advice occurs! Often this leads to larger group discussion on a relevant issue -perhaps methods of dealing with a difficult client, ethics, or adversarial conduct.
of visiting practitioners. My observation of final year students is that they remain terribly reluctant to ask "stupid" questions, or to potentially appear foolish.
We continually press the importance of "asking questions" no matter how obvious they might seem, and emphasize the collegiality of the legal profession. It is valuable for our students to find that practitioners from private practice are approachable, helpful, and keen to work with students to find a solution.
OUTCOMES
As is discussed below both Adelaide Law School and LK were surprised by some of the things we found, and have developed a much richer and more nuanced understanding of the potential benefits of this partnership as it develops.
Of perpetual interest to the clinical supervisor is the nature of the relationship with students. Whilst our primary focus will be the dual goals of educational experience and client service, we wear many hats -supervisor, teacher, mentor, counselor, judge, assessor, guide, and colleague. distance between ourselves and students to visibly maintain equity and objectivity. We also strive to balance hierarchical structures necessary to manage the service, with the educational goal of vesting responsibility and autonomy with students.
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Visiting practitioners enrich the clinical experience by providing different relationships. Some of them are newly admitted, experiencing the challenges of their first job, and grappling with a tight legal market. Their relationship with students is much more of a peer to peer connection. More senior practitioners share experiences that can illuminate student's understanding of legal practice, and provide the opportunity for student and solicitor to talk frankly about managing disaster ethically, working out professional and interpersonal problems, and normalizing some of the challenging experiences of legal practice.
A second significant observation is that the presence of one or two solicitors provides much more flexibility in tailoring educational experience for students. The clinic supervisor can "earmark" a complex case, or a particular task, for one on one time with a visiting solicitor. This gives the student more focused attention. A student who is having difficulty managing workload might be asked to discuss their files with a LK solicitor, with a view to getting valuable exercise is the "case review" where a student is asked to provide a summative explanation of all of their live files (usually about 4 or 5) to a visiting solicitor, who will prompt the student to probe legal issues, process options, and ways to achieve different outcomes. This engagement is also a good way for files to be reviewed by another solicitor, and for discussion of case strategies and legal options between supervisors. It expands the resources of the supervisor.
A student struggling to see the wood from the trees can be paired with a solicitor to tease out critical issues in a case and work on an advice on merit.
A student not quite grasping the rigor of managing a "real" case can be teamed with a solicitor to do a risk management review of their file. A student who needs to develop research or letter writing skills can be teamed with a solicitor to work on a specific task to develop their skills. Thinking very much "in the moment" -because these opportunities have to be developed on the run and put in place with little forward planning -the supervisor adapts to the work on hand and the educational needs of the particular students to make best use of the visiting practitioners. In a sense the clinic supervisor is adding a second dimension to her role as teacher/educator by directing the visiting solicitors into that role as best suits the needs of students.
We have also developed some structured materials to enable lawyers and students to work effectively together -including a research report pro forma and a file review/risk management check sheet. These assist in putting some educational supports in place to ensure that specific learning outcomes are met. Our experience thus far is that the educational value to students is significant, but is still dependent upon a faculty/clinic supervisor managing both students and visiting solicitors. Whilst our partnership has not cost the Law School anything, there are embedded costs. Setting up and administering the partnership has taken time and commitment and a lot of thought on both sides. Managing conflict checks, visiting rosters, and continuing professional development and monitoring of the partnership is not onerous, but does take additional time. The supervisor's role has changed, and requires a different skill set to that needed on a 'normal' clinic day.
2 Be prepared to name and discuss the different approaches to practice in private and community law, and to be clear in discussions with students about different imperatives in different types of practice. Lawyers from different types of practice experience different demands, and different levels of risk. Be prepared to discuss these with any potential partners, so that a realistic approach to identifying and managing risks is taken. 84 Above note 3, 391-4.
3
Provide structure for one on one interaction between solicitors and students -develop a research report pro forma, a risk management check sheet, or a file review protocol, to ensure that learning outcomes are met.
It is valuable for students to have the opportunity to discuss a case (or career options) with another solicitor, but a deeper professional engagement can be achieved by using more structured exercises. 
5
Take as long as is needed to sort out the professional indemnity insurance issues. We felt that we were going around in circles for weeks between insurers, University risk management services, brokers, and the Law Society. Between the various participants in this negotiation we identified and tested every possible thing that could go wrong and teased out how we would be covered. Eventually, it was sorted out.
Once it is, make sure it is recorded in written form.
6
Make the MOU work for you. Ours provides a constant reminder of the point of our partnership, as well as risk management protocols that can be used to ensure our professional ethical and insurance obligations are met.
7
Meet regularly and not always formally -the opportunity to learn about supervision both for visitors and faculty staff in a low key collegiate environment is valuable in identifying day to day opportunities to incorporate flexible learning, and can deal quickly with any issues arising.
Originally attracted by the practical time/cost reasons for engaging in this partnership, we have found the benefits to be elsewhere.
There is strong pedagogical support for developing a community of practice in a clinical program. Our clinic is as much about discovering personal role and professional identity, as it is about learning how to "do law". Robert Condlin 85 makes a strong case for the background learning afforded by conversation, interaction, and the impact of the "complicated mix of role and relationships" that feed into a deep educational experience for clinic students.
The more we can reflect the ecology of a law office, even on a limited scale, the better we are equipping our students for their next steps.
This engagement has taken thoughtful planning, but has been introduced with relatively little inconvenience and disruption. It has not offered more 85 Robert J Condlin 'Learning from Colleagues: A Case Study in the Relationship Between 'Academic ' and 'Ecological' Clinical Legal Education" (1997) 3 Clinical Law Review 337, 347. community the value of clinical work, and the justice access challenges our legal system faces. It has strengthened the depth and breadth of the legal support that we can offer our clients by expanding the legal expertise available for complex cases.
There could never be a "one size fits all" model for such an engagement, but where interests, capacity, practice models, risk management, organizational practicalities, and commitment allow, flexible adaption of such a partnership is worth a second look.
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